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Atlantic Breeze™ is exceptional Japanese Cedar, known as ‘Sugi’, to the North American market.
100% FSC Certified from the Azores, undergoes precise kiln-drying for enduring stability. Our
extensive selection includes Rough Sawn, Smooth Four Sides (S4S), Tongue & Groove (T&G),
Eased Edges, and Clear (knot-free) wood, alongside Lattice Panels and Dog Ear profiles,
catering to a myriad of construction needs from aesthetic interior finishes to resilient outdoor
applications.
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100% Cryptomeria Japonica from the Azores
region of Portugal.
Certified Sustainable: Each piece of wood is
FSC 100% certified
All wood is processed in-house to guarantee
consistent quality and supply.

THE SUGI STANDARD – QUALITY WOOD FOR QUALITY WORK

RS -Rough sawn S4S  - Smooth four sides CLEAR - Knot free

Atlantic Breeze™ 
Premium Japanese Cedar (Sugi) 

https://www.google.com/search?q=BP+WOOD&oq=BP+WOOD&gs_lcrp=EgZjaHJvbWUyCwgAEEUYJxg5GIoFMgcIARAAGIAEMg0IAhAuGK8BGMcBGIAEMgcIAxAAGIAEMgcIBBAAGIAEMgYIBRBFGEEyBggGEEUYPDIGCAcQRRg80gEIMjQwNWowajSoAgCwAgA&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#


Available in all popular net sizes and lengths

Visit our booth for more information!

With the capacity to ship over 200 containers annually, we ensure timely delivery
across North America. Our expert team partners with you, offering guidance from the
initial wood selection through to the final touches of installation.

Perfect for cladding,
offering a blend of
aesthetic appeal
and structural
resilience

Cladding
With aromatic scent
and resistance to
humidity, it is suited
for constructing
durable saunas

Saunas
Great choice for
crafting outdoor
structures such as  
pergolas. Longevity
and natural charm.

Outdoor 
Ideal for crafting
sturdy and visually
appealing outdoor
fencing, including
lattice designs

Fencing

Global Reach, Local Service
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Custom Milling for Precision Builds
Our offerings include T&G, S4S, Eased Edges, and Clear selections, providing you with
the exact dimensions for your precise designs. Our heat treatment process ensures
phytosanitary compliance, allowing safe and secure export from Portugal to your
project site.
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